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Presidents report
By Dan Clearwater

Although we haven’t had a summer of
international canyon visitors, locals have
been getting out as much, if not more
than ever before. The unfortunate
relapses to COVID Level 2 for Auckland
meant a few cancelled and delayed
visits from our northern canyoners, but
for most of us, Canyoning this summer
has been almost normal.

Thankfully unaffected by the yo-yoing alert levels was the first “Blast in the Haast” canyoning
meetup, where about 30 canyoners met up at the Wonderland lodge in Makarora for the
weekend. Well done to NZCA Aspiring Rep Patrick Timm for organising this meetup; I
encourage other NZCA members to consider establishing similar events in your own region:
Contact us if you’d like support to get it off the ground.

It's been wonderful to see a steady stream of 1st descents, with new teams forming
alongside established groups exploring for new canyoning experiences.

Canyon SAR continues to progress, with the successful running of the first three Canyon
Search Methods courses around the country.  Designed to introduce core search techniques
applied in and around a canyon, plus perform extractions of deceased persons in rivers,  this
course bridges the gap between proficient groups of canyoners who can move a KONG
stretcher, to a flexible SAR asset which can search steep and/or gorgy waterways and
perform recoveries where no other SAR teams can.

Congratulations to the NZCA SAR subcommittee of Richard Bramley, Grant Prattley, Oli
Polson, Shanan Fraser, Dan Clearwater, Toine Houtenbos, Warren Fitzgerald and Russ
Hodgson who collaborated to get this new course delivered and running a highly successful
National Canyon SAREX in Navigator Canyon, near Owhango.

The Griffin Creek saga has had another chapter this year, requiring significant efforts from
NZCA to combat a hydro company that wants to increase its impact and virtually de-water
this high-flow west coast classic. Thanks to our membership of Federated Mountain Clubs of
NZ, we’ve had significant support for our advocacy work.  Defending canyoning opportunities
is one of the core strategic objectives of the NZCA:

This year NZCA only had 5 applications to the Canyon Fund, and only three were
successful. We’d love to see more applications: the fund is designed to support
infrastructure in existing canyons (eg anchors, tracks, toilets etc) as well as support new
canyons (eg, expeditions and explorations).
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Technical Standards report

SAR developments
By Richard Bramley

This year we kept up the
momentum with CanyonSAR,
following on from the previous
year when we became a
specialist discipline of LandSAR
and received funding.

Courses
NZCA ran two more Canyon
Rescue courses, on top of the
four we ran the previous year.
These picked up most of the
people who missed out last year,
for various reasons.

I expect we will now be able to have a year off from running this course, although we could
perhaps consider running one-day refresher courses.

NZCA also developed and ran four new Canyon Search courses. These differed from the
Canyon Rescue courses, which were focused on technical rescues with stretchers and
ropes, and instead focused on searching within canyon-like terrain and moving safely in
whitewater. The courses were well received and should be repeated again in the future,
probably after a year off.

Funding teams
NZCA developed a CanyonSAR Funding Policy, which sets out a formal process for setting
aside funding at the national level for training and SAREXs, as well as allocating funding to
the regional teams. Adhering to that process, we allocated $8,000 to the regional teams for
the year, as shown below.
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Item Amount ($NZ) Explanation / comments

TOTAL FUNDING

Carryover from
2019/2020

6,000 This was unspent from last year's budget

2020/21 LandSAR
funding

25,000 To be confirmed, but likely

Contingency -2,000 Set aside in case some items run over budget

Total funding
available

29,000

BUDGETED EXPENSES AT NATIONAL LEVEL

Training

12,000

4 x Canyon Search courses. A new course, still under
development. This budget covers the venue costs and
participant travel costs. Tutor/facilitator costs will be
covered by separate NZSAR funding.

6,000

2 x Canyon Rescue courses. Repeats of last year's
successful courses, for those who missed out last time.
This budget covers the venue costs and participant travel
costs. Tutor/facilitator costs will be covered by separate
NZSAR funding.

Exercises / activities 3,000

1 x National SAREX. We want to trial running the
national SAREX and festival in alternate years, so we
plan to hold a national SAREX in the North Island in early
2021.This budget mostly goes to participant travel costs

Equipment 0
We've prioritised spending on training over equipment,
so have not budgeted for stretchers etc this year (we
bought one last year)

Total national
budget

21,000

FUNDING
AVAILABLE FOR
TEAMS THAT
APPLY

8,000

Please submit your applications to
sar@nzcanyoningassociation.org by the end of July as
per our Funding Policy (see website for details). We have
identified that CanyonSAR labelled clothing is a priority
for some teams (particularly those not already part of a
wider group with its own funding), so we expect to fund
some screen printed tops or similar for those teams that
apply. But teams are free to apply for funding for any
equipment, training, or exercise, if they can identify a
need.

We also developed a CanyonSAR Competency Policy, to clarify that it is the responsibility of
the regional CanyonSAR teams to ensure that any deployed team members are current with
their training and that their skills have been signed off.
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SAREX
A national Canyon SAREX was run in Navigator Canyon in the central North Island in Feb
2021. It saw a good turn out, including from other agencies, and lots was learned (including
the joys of carrying stretchers down very slippery canyons). Jury is still out on whether we
keep alternating SAREXs separately from the festival. My personal feeling is that it's still best
to combine with the festival, with regional SAREXs held on alternate years, but that it is
important that festival organisers not be burdened with organising the SAREX.

Callouts
A summary of significant CanyonSAR callouts is provided below. It was generally a quieter
summer, likely due to Covid-19 restricting international visitors, but we still saw teams getting
deployed successfully on LandSAR searches.

When Where What How Who (Rescuers)

May
2020

Waiorongom
ai Valley, Te
Aroha

Missing day walker in the
Waiorongomai Valley, intel
suggested that he was off track
and exploring waterfalls,
CanyonSAR called in to search
4 known canyons in the area +
some side streams, LP found in
neighbouring catchment by
members of public.

Drive/Walk to canyons and descend as
normal, some streams were climbed
above where the normal get-in would be

NI CanyonSAR
working alongside
LandSAR
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When Where What How Who (Rescuers)

May
2020

Anatori River,
Kahurangi

Two missing hikers, left very
few intentions and have been
missing for two weeks. Large
LandSAR operation launched,
including use of Air Force
NH90

2 three person CanyonSAR teams were
winched into different river catchments.
One team cleared their river and were
redeployed in new creeks the next day.
Other team overnighted part way down
river and found footprints. Neither team
needed to put wetsuits on but did
occasionally use ropes. Hikers were
eventually found alive in the upper
reaches of Fraser Stream above a
waterfall

Tasman Canyon
SAR, alongside
large LandSAR
operation

Jun 2020 Tunakohoia
Strm, Te
Aroha

Recreational canyoners (2)
reported overdue approx 1830,
after a day of heavy rain

Vehicle located by police at roadend,
CanyonSAR activated alongside local
LandSAR team, LandSAR cleared exit
tracks and canyon viewpoints while
CanyonSAR team entered the canyon
just downstream of the first pitch series.
Canyoneers found downstream of the
3mDC on a ledge above the streamway.
Once warmed and fed, they were
escorted back up canyon to
CanyonSAR entry point.

UNIT's + Te
Aroha-Paeroa
LandSAR

Sep
2020

Wairere Falls,
Kaimai
Ranges

Suspected 1X at the falls. NI
CanyonSAR put on standby to
clear the waterway and search
the base of the falls.

LandSAR hasty team found subject
alive on the track heading to the falls,
CanyonSAR stood down

UNIT's + Te
Aroha-Paeroa
LandSAR

Oct 2020 Sleeping
Gods,
Coromandal

Suspected spinal injury from a
jump

RCC tasked Helicopter directly, Police
put on standby to request canyonSAR
assistance if unable to winch, Patient
was successfully winched from flat spot
between 10m jump and 17m pitch.

Westpac Rescue
Helicopter
(auckland?)

Mar
2021

Otira Valley,
Arthurs Pass

Cold Case search for missing
mountaineer

2 teams Helicoptered into separate
catchments of interest that had
previously been flown by police drone.
Remains were found in the canyon.

West Coast
CanyonSAR +
Canterbury
CanyonSAR
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Other tech standards developments
By Shanan Fraser

First published in 2017, the NZCA Bolting Code of Practice was a comprehensive guide to
the use of artificial anchors in the New Zealand canyon context. In recent years it has been
identified that the document had dated reasonably quickly and in fact required an update to
accurately capture current trends and advances in techniques and technology.
In particular the following topics are being addressed:

● The inclusion of information about drilled thread anchors (Direct threads & abalakov
or V-threads) in rock for use in canyons.

● Reconsidering chemical anchors as the minimum standard for ‘permanent’ anchors,
particularly when considering Canyon Fund applications.

● New temporary anchor options such as the Petzl Pulse & Coeur Pulse removable
bolts

● The appropriateness of using webbing tied directly through hangers.

Grant Prattley from Over The Edge Rescue was enlisted
to provide quantitative data on the performance of
different types of cord that might be appropriate to use
for thread anchors. (Grant has also provided test data
from testing on webbing tied directly through anchors)

The idea has come from international canyoners
descending glacier fed canyons in winter. Basically, in
the winter, the glacier is mostly frozen so the water levels
are low enough to canyon. However, in the summer, the
water levels become extremely high and destroy most of
the canyon anchors every year.

These v-threads are seen as an opportunity for a
practical method of anchoring in flood prone areas. Ie,
when the floods smash a tru bolt, that metal is unusable,
and you’d need to drill again nearby. Clearly not
sustainable if they get smashed each season. For the
thread anchors, floods rip out the webbing/rope threaded
through the hole, but the hole remains in-tact, and
canyoners only need to replace the webbing.  A much
more sustainable solution.

The intent is to publish version 2.0 of the NZCA Bolting COP by the start of November in
time for the 2021/2022 canyoning season
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Community Report
By Dan Clearwater

The NZCA website has been kept up to date, through COVID Level advice for Canyon
bubbles and information on the Griffin Creek saga.

Our annual photo competition was held in March/April this year, with some magnificent
entries and great participation. The competition was sponsored by Access Gear, with a Pod
bag and bum protector as prizes for first and second overall. The full results were:

● Overall Winner and Below bushline with human element winner, Imp Grotto by Eugene Yeo
● Overall runner up and Above Bushline with human element winner. Twin Falls by Catriona Shand
● Above Bushline with human element runner up, Mangaturuturu Canyon by Gavin Barry-Morgan
● Below Bushline with human element runner up, Kaiate Falls by Shanan Fraser
● Below bushline, no human element winner, Falls Creek by Elias Love
● Below bushline no human element runner up, Mingha Gorge by Josh Hudson
● Historic winner Wilson Creek by Julie Burton
● Historic runner up, Carew Creek by Jim Dandy
● Native Flora and Fauna winner, South Island Robin by Amy Burney

All these images are published within this annual report.
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Treasurer's report
By Warren Fitzgerald

NZ Canyoning Association currently administers two different funding streams. Since the
introduction of CanyonSAR, funding has been provided to improve the search and rescue
capabilities within canyon-style environments throughout New Zealand. NZCA also
administers the Canyon Fund, which receives donations from members, to promote and
enhance the canyoning opportunities throughout Aotearoa.

CanyonSAR Funding
CanyonSAR was accepted as a specialist discipline within LandSAR New Zealand in 2019
and is being administered within the NZCA as a separate financial stream to other NZCA
expenses.

In November 2020, CanyonSAR received another $25,000 Outdoor Safety Committee grant
for the LandSAR financial year (1 July - 30 June). Due to every region in New Zealand
having different expertise and different requirements, the NZCA executive has attempted to
give local CanyonSAR groups autonomy by pre approving budgets for local groups to upskill
and equip themselves. These efforts are supported by national training and SAR exercises,
as well as knowledge sharing between groups.

For the 2021 financial year, $8,000 was
budgeted for local group support, $18,000 for
training, and $3,000 for a national SAREX. As
well as the Outdoor Safety Committee grant, a
$6,200 donation was received in support of a
search operation in the Upper South Island.
This was to upskill and equip the particular
group that was involved in that search.

From 1 April 2020 through to 31 March 2021,
$10,399.81 has been spent on purchasing
equipment nationwide, $6,218.87 on training,
and $120 on other expenses.
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NZCA Canyon Fund
The Canyon Fund was established in late 2017 to
ensure the funds raised from NZCA activities are
reinvested in the canyoning community. A sunset
clause exists to release money back into the
contestable Canyon Fund if approved projects are
not completed by the end of the following financial
year.

It has been a difficult and crazy year for everyone,
and the NZCA Canyon Fund has once again seen
reduced activity. The 2021 financial year has seen
three canyon fund applications approved, two
projects and one event. None of the existing or new
projects were completed.

During the 2021 financial year, the following event
was approved and funded through the NZCA Canyon
Fund:

● “Blast in the Haast” meet-up in Makarora - Patrick Timm

The following projects were also approved:
● Anchor upgrade in Lower Griffin Creek (Hokitika area) - Troy Watson
● Anchor upgrade in Oteao Falls canyon (Coromandel area) - Brad Schimanski

Applicants will be reimbursed upon the completion of these projects.

It is hoped that we can make the promotion and use of the Canyon Fund more of a priority
during the 2022 financial year to help support the continual development of canyoning in
Aotearoa.

The NZCA always welcomes more applications to the fund!
http://nzcanyoningassociation.org/resources/#canyonfund
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Advocacy Report
By Dan Clearwater

The Griffin Creek saga has had another chapter this season. After almost a year of silence,
Griffin Creek Hydro Ltd (GCHL) applied for a second attempt at a ‘variation’ of their existing
concession to install a run of the river hydro scheme in this 3 start west coast canyon.

NZCA was given just 5 working days to give our views on this out of the blue application,

Support from our members was fantastic, with dozens writing to the Minister of Conservation
explaining why Griffin was important to them.  The Federated Mountain Clubs of NZ (of
which NZCA is a member club) went into bat for us, using their political influence to get
stories in the mainstream media spread widely through the outdoor community and to the
politicians. In the face of this pressure, DOC backed down and gave us a reasonable time
frame to properly consider our response.
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The variation application was confusing at best, but the summary was;
● re-routing the penstock pipeline through the surrounding native forest (rather than

nearby private land),
● taking 8x the approved land (12m2 to 100m2),
● getting approval to cut down trees 2.5x the diameter (20cm  to 50cm).
● Increased pipe diameter from 30cm to 1.2m (16x the area!)
● Burying the pipe in the ground, rather than laying on the surface (with all the sidecast

debris chucked into the canyon)

Members will remember that the previous variation application was to take double the water
and half the residual flow. That application was withdrawn in the face of sustained pressure
from FMC and NZCA, calling for the application to be publicly notified.

This current application says nothing about increased water take, but clearly that is the plan
with the increased infrastructure for conveying water. FMC and NZCA believe this was a
strategy of ‘death by a thousands cuts’; getting smaller, non-publicly notifiable variations
through in chunks.

Also there were glaring shortcomings in the application and its processing. Incomplete and
superficially considered impact reports, confusing and contradictory plans, which were
allowed to be processed by the department. Rather than enable environmental degradation,
DOC has a statutory duty to turn down incomplete applications outright, or at least require
the applicant to re-submit with complete information. FMC submitted strongly on the flawed
process.

As at the end of March 2021, the final decision is pending.  FMC and NZCA are both
watching very closely and will be prepared to continue the fight to save this magnificent
canyon.

In light of the outstanding support that FMC has provided to Canyoners, the executive voted
to increase our membership subscription payment to $340 per year.

You can read NZCA’s July 2020 submission on the 2nd Variation Application on our website.
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Upper North Island
report
By Oli Polson

A solid year of exploration from the North
Island crew, starting to branch out onto private
property around the Coromandel.

● Pete Smith & Crew picking of a couple
of steep creeks from the Hihi range
(tributaries of the Second Branch
Tairua river)

● Brad Shimanski & Crew exploring (and
finding a real gem) further north near
Coroglen.

All these new canyons are either entirely on,
or accessed via private land. Everyone has
gone to significant effort to develop positive
relationships with these land owners, and
information/topos for these canyons have
instructions on how to contact land owners, &
gain required permissions to do these trips.

Look out for future festivals/meetup’s next
season!

Upgrades to the popular Kaiate Falls canyon near Tauranga saw glue-in anchors added to
all the pitches and improved traverse line access to the 3rd pitch. This canyon is a great
beginner destination and is seeing a lot of traffic!

The National SAREX was held late february at Navigator Canyon, near Owhango, central
North Island. Approx 20 CanyonSAR crew attended, mostly from the NI, but a few hardy
souls made the trek up from the mainland. It was a 2.5 day event with a workshop
day/evening refreshing the technical skills and introducing some patient care ideas with the
full scale exercise the following day. A full debrief is available via the SAR folder but suffice
to say it was a long day with both crews exiting after nightfall!

In a final note, I’m signing off as one of the Upper NI Rep’s, as I’ve moved to the promised
land (Nelson). Leaving the North Island in the capable hands of Brad Schiamanski.
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Lower North Island report
By Lee den Haan
Not too much to report from the bottom of the North. The
canyoning community has grown with a few recreational
and qualified canyoners moving to Wellington. This has
helped with creating a core canyonSAR response team
now with 6 canyonSAR members who have gone through
the Canyon Rescue Level 1 course. We have made
contact with Waiarapa LandSAR and attended the Tararua
Alliance LandSAR meeting to discuss our capabilities as
an additional resource.

No new canyons to report. An alleged major slip has
occurred in one of the canyons recorded in the guide book
as "Eager beaver". As always, Wellington proves to have
the right canyons for beginners, Wellington is always open
for anyone wanting to learn the ropes!

Top of the south report
By Richard Bramley

Very little to report from the Top of the South this year. The
only new canyons I’m aware of are the trips I was on, but
there were probably others. These include ‘Lucky Last’
coming off the Raglan range and the long-awaited Sabine
Chasm in Nelson Lakes.

We should target a meet up next summer.
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Westland report
By Richard Bramley

Ideally a coaster would write
this report, as I have only
heard through the grapevine
that there have been quite a
few trips into Red Granite
(including a rebolting project
after a big slip).

Muriel Creek has been rebolted recently, which will make for a great canyon trip handy to
Hokitika.  I’m guessing kayakers have pushed a few new canyons here and there, but I’ve
not heard anything else of note.
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Canterbury report
By Grant Prattley

Arthurs Pass
Things have been quite busy around the Arthurs Pass area.

● Spray Creek, access up the Deception river, 8 pitches. November 2020.
● A small canyon in the Temple basin area 5 pitches – Tiny T. December 2020.
● Mingha River was descended by two parties a day apart. Mainly a float trip with 1

compulsory drop. March 2021
● Lake Mavis was first descended early 2021 over 2 trips. This featured around 20

pitches ending above Goat Pass. An overnight stay was needed in Mingha Biv prior
to the days canyoning.

● A second canyon in the lagoon saddle track (near Bealy), was descended. This was
a 7 pitch canyon descended in January 2021.

● Lyell Creek Canyon, accessed up Rough Creek, long walk for 4 pitches. February
2020.

● Williams saddle canyon was descended by in early April 2021. Accessed off the
Mingha River. Around 6 pitches. Lots of downclimbing

Other areas
● Wakefield canyon (Aoraki/Mt Cook) was first

descended in March 2021 being 14 back to
back pitches up to 80m.

● Trovatore Canyon (Lewis Pass) was 6 pitches
and descended in February 2021

Search and Rescue
The CanyonSAR team from Canterbury was called out
for the search for Marni Sheppard at the end of March
2021 – who had been missing since November 2020.

As part of the search the Canterbury team descended
the creek off Lake Florence  descending around 6
pitches before being picked up by Helicopter. A west
coast CanyonSAR team descended the Rolleston river
and found some remains which as later confirmed as
Marni Sheppard.

The canterbury CanyonSAR team attended a canyon
search methods course held in Geraldine. That’s all from
the Canterbury crew. Bring on next summer!
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Aspiring area report
By Patrick Timm

Overall, it's been a quiet year, a lot of the international
visitors were missing which showed in the lack of the
usual cars parked outside the Haast canyons. That's not
to say not much happened of course!

Blast in the Haast!
This ‘informal’ meetup did not run any organised trips,
and it was simply a date, time and place for canyoners to
descend on one location and do what we love doing-
canyoning! 30 Canyoners turned up and the NZCA
provided a $200 bar tab to get the ball rolling.

This meetup was easy to set up and run, so will feature
again in 2022. Its a great way for both local and out of
town canyoners to get to know one another and grow our
community. After all, without the people, it's just a creek
flowing through a canyon. The people ARE the sport, and
it's great to see that community grow and be supportive of
one another.

The Blast in the Haast central meeting location was the
Wonderland lodge at Makarora, and I think this will perfectly suit our future meetups for the
Aspiring area. It has beer, food, and accommodation, and the lodge is very supportive of us
doing our didymo washes there while we support their business.

Other News
Some first descents that were done previous season have been added to the kiwicanyons
website, and it shows that there are still plenty out there for those looking to put the effort
and time in. Some of the other 1 & 2 star canyons are seeing some descents, and from
personal experience, I can say they are certainly worth doing if you have done the classics.

Falls creek in Fiordland is a fantastic 3 star canyon seeing 2 descents this season, and a
topo has now been released for it. Fiordland definitely deserves some more interest as there
are plenty of other gems there worth visiting.

The Dart valley canyons (The General, Major Mayhem and Eagles Nest) did not see many, if
any descents this season. To my knowledge there hasn’t been anyone through this summer.
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